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Cassiopeia 
No. 21 winter Solstice Issue 1978 

CANADIAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'ASTRONOMIE 

Editor: Doug Hube, Vniversity of Alberta 

As a means of keeping others informed between scientific 
meetings of your research activities, articles of the type 
submitted for this issue (pages 11-16) by our colleagues 
at V.B.C. seem ideal. I think it is reasonable to request 
that for each future issue of CASsiopeia one person (staff 
or student) from each of Canada's largest centres of astro
nomical research (V. Vic., DAO, V.W . O., 000, Queens, NRC, 
V. Mont.) be invited to write a brief note about his, or her, 
current research. Smaller groups might do the same, but less 
frequently. 

The deadline for the Vernal Equinox issue is March 15. 
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I society news I 
Financial Statement to October 31, 1978 

Specific items listed will refer to business transacted since the last audited 
financial statement, April 30, 1978, and the final figures refer to the 
financial state as of October 31, 1978. 

Balance as of April 30, 1978 

This amount includes the Petrie Fund, $5066.66, 
and the Mortgage Fund, $6598.57, (635.090 units 
at $10.39) and is to be compared with the amount 
$12031.51 as of December 31, 1976. 

In May 1978, the amounts shown on the April 30 
statement, Savings $135.34 and Chequing $1769.66, 
were transferred to the Bank of Montreal, U.B.C. 
Campus. 

INCOME 

Membership dues 

(this includes some dues for 1977-78 as well as 
those for 1978-79, advances from 3 new applicants 
gnd $5.46 exchange on U.S. cheques). 

Interest 

(Includes a loss of $38.51 due to changing rates 
of Mortgage Fund) 

Return from Saskatoon Meeting 

EXPENDITURES 

*Cassiopeia 
R.A.S.C. reprints (Batten's talk, Oke's talk) 

*Secretary's expenses 
(includes C.A.S. mailing labels) 
Scitec dues 1977,1978 
Lecturer's expenses 
(uncleared from previous statement) 
Invoice printing cost 
Unemployment committee 1 (uncleared from previous 
Past Secretarial expenses f statement) 

*Treasurer's expenses (postage, xeroxing) 
Payment to IAU local organizing committee 
Bank Service Charges 

Balance as of October 31, 1978 

*These amounts are not yet fully spent. 
The total in the three accounts is about $150.00. 
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$1735.46 

$ 276.72 

$ 518.75 

$ 400.00 
1232.50 

292.98 

100.00 

45.00 
72.62 

152.02 
71.03 
80.00 

2000.00 
2.00 

$13570.23 

$ 2530.93 

$1610.1.16 

$4448.15 

$11653.01 



CANADIAN ASTRONOMICAL SOOIETY 

Financial Statement to October 31, 1978. 

Balance held as follows: 

Savings Account 

Chequing Account 

First Canadian Mortgage Fund (470.584 units 
at $10.33) 

Petrie Lectureship Fund 

$1619.52 

105.70 

4861.13 

5066.66 

$11653.01 

With regard to dues, there is still a large number of members who are 
owing. At the time of writing, 52 owe for one year and 15 fo r two 
years. Eleven members are likely to be deleted from the 1ist due to 
non-payment for three or more years. 

Would all those who have outstanding dues, please forward payment 
immediately to me at the Dept. of Physics, University of B.C., 
Vancouver V6T lW5 

W.H. McCutcheon, 
Treasurer. 
November, 1978. 
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The c.A.s/s.C.A. Education Committee: 1978 Report 

The committee, which presently consists of Drs. S. Demers, D.L. DuPuy, 
D.P. Rube and J.R. Percy (chairman), met once during the year and is engaged 
in the following projects. 

1. "Education Notes" continues to appear bimonthly in the JRASC, financially 
supported by c.A.s./s.C.A. Reprints of articles in this column have been 
sent to representatives of over 40 Canadian Universities in which astronomy 
is taught (see item 2). 

2. A survey of undergraduate astronomy teaching i n Canadian universities was 
conducted, and the results were published in JRASC~, 296. 

3. The Committee has begun the revision of the "Source Book on the Teaching 
of Astronomy" published in 1976. 

4. The committee is compiling a set of slides on Canadian astronomy, 
astronomers and observatories. There is a good chance that the Royal 
Ontario Museum may assist us in producing the set and distributing it 
at cost. The R.O.M. is also planning several sets of slides on general 
astronomy. 

5. Dr. DuPuy is involved in the pl anning of a meeting of Commission 46 of 
the I.A.U., to be held during t he General Assembly in Montreal in 1979. 
The meeting will include a sess i on on the teaching of astronomy to 
science students in univer sity. 

6. Individual members of the committee have conducted workshops on astronomy 
and the teaching of astronomy, at various levels. 

7. A list of educational material produced and distributed by Canadian plane
tariums, observatories and museums was compiled and published in JRASC ~, 
168. 

8. On behalf of the commit t ee, Dr. G.A. Welch attended the education sessions 
at the AAS meeting in Madison, Wisconsin. 

J.R. Percy 
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XVII General Assembly 

of the 
International Astronomical Union 

The Seventeenth General Assembly of the IAU is approaching 
rapidly - too rapidly for those of us involved in planning it. 
At the time of writing, we are intensively preparing the Preliminary 
Programme and Registration Form. All being well, those of you who 
are IAU members should receive your copies by the end of January. 
Those of you who hope to be Invited Participants will have to wait 
a little longer, because most countries, including Canada, do not 
make up their lists of Invited Participants until later . . The 
Preliminary Programme contains some details of the scientific as
pects of the General Assembly: The lists of Invited Discourses, 
of Joint Discussions, and of those Symposia and Colloquia before 
and after the Assembly that the IAU Executive has approved. De
tailed arrangements of the Commission meetings are, of course, 
still being made by the various Presidents. 

The Inaugural Ceremony will be held on Tuesday, August 14 in 
the Wilfrid Pelletier Hall of the Place des Arts. Invitations 
have already gone to several prominent persons to come and welcome 
to Canada our colleagues from allover the world. We are unlikely 
to know until nearer the time exactly who will come, but Dr. W. G. 
Schneider, President of N.R.C. - the host organization - has indi
cated his intention to be with us. Most of the other functions 
of the Assembly will be at the Universite de Montreal. The Rector 
of the Uni vers ity is offeri ng a recepti on to a 11 members and 
guests on the evening before the Inaugural Ceremony. 

We are already thinking about the Assembly newspaper. There 
will be eight or nine issues. Much of the material must, of course, 
be topical, and can be prepared only at the last minute. There is 
room, however, for some items that will have been prepared in ad
vance. Anyone with ideas for contributions of that kind should get 
in touch with Michael Ovenden. 

We are hopeful that the Assembly will be well attended. Already 
over 1,000 members and guests have indicated that their participation 
is livery probable". Major increases in air fares seem unlikely be
tween now and next August, and the falling Canadian dollar, however 
it may feel to us, makes a visit to Canada more attractive to many 
of our overseas colleagues. With memberships of the Union at its 
highest ever (nearly 4,000), we may well set a record for the largest 
General Assembly yet. We hope that as many Canadian astronomers 
as possibly can will come to the Assembly and return to their col
leagues some of the hospitality that many of us have so much enjoyed 
in other countries. 

A. H. Batten 
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1 notes from universities I 
The University of Western Ontario 

Brian Martin and Stan Shadick completed their M.Sc. degrees and 

Pierre Bastien passed his qualifying exams at the Ph.D. level. 

Pierre Bastien and John Landstreet reported on polarization properties 

of T Tauri stars at the CASCA meeting in Saskatoon and at the AAS meeting 

in Madison. David Gray presented an invited paper on spectral line broaden

ing at the Fourth Colloquium on Astrophysics in Trieste, Italy. Romas 

Mitalas and Pierre Bastien have completed an investigation entitled "Two

dimensional Collapse Calculation of Cylindrical Clouds" which will appear 

in the Monthly Notices. Brian Martin and David Gray are completing a study 

in which the turbulence in SMR and normal K-giants is compared. At the 

request of the editors of Solar Physics, David Gray has written a review 

paper "Turbulence in Stellar Atmospheres". 

During the summer, the image tube section of the image tube scanner 

failed. Tests indicated that the problem was a faulty internal voltage 

multiplier. The problem was corrected and Lorence Tomaszewski has obtained 

observations of the polarization spectrum of Omicron Ceti. Lorence has also 

completed a model atmosphere code that includes the transport of polarized 

light. Preliminary work indicates that the decrease in polarization at the 

TiO bands can be reproduced by the program. 

Digicon data reduction programs are under development. No major problems 

have arisen in the initial period of Digicon testing. 

Plans for the I.A.U. Colloquium 51 "Turbulence in Stellar Atmospheres" 

have progressed smoothly. Nearly all of the invited papers are arranged. 

Visitors' Nights for the public have been well attended this fall. 

Our public night program is currently booked into April! 
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The University of Alberta 

Dr. George F.R. Ellis, a well-known authority in the fields 
of general relativity and cosmology, is spending a sabbatical 
year, 1978-9, in the Department of Physics. Dr. Ellis is 
chairman of the Department of Applied Mathematics, University 
of Cape Town, co-author (with Stephen Hawking) of The Large 
Scale Structure of Space-Time, and recipient of second prize 
in the 1977 Gravity Research Foundation essay contest. 

Dennis B. Ward (B.Sc., Univ. of Alberta; Ph.D., Cornell), 
formerly a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Astronomy, 
University of Toronto, and now enrolled in the Faculty of 
Library Science here, has been awarded a $6,360 postgraduate 
scholarship in librarianship and documentation by the N.ational 
Research C6uncil. 

During 1978, 1080 visitors were recorded at the Campus Obser
vatory. An additional four to five hundred are estimated to 
have come during Varsity Guest Weekend. 

I history I 
THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE 1979 FEBRUARY 26 

"During the early history of mankind, a total eclipse of the sun 
was invariably regarded with a feeling of indescribable terror, as an 
indication of the anger of the offended deity, or the presage of some 
impending calamity; and various instances are recorded of the extra
ordinary effects produced by so unusual an event. 

"Down to the beginning of the eighteenth century, the accounts 
respecting total eclipses of the sun, contain very few remarks which 
are of advantage in forming the basis of any physical enquiry."* 

While eclipses of the sun may well be the oldest celestial phenomena 
recorded by man, useful scientific observations have been made of these 
events for a comparatively short period of about three centuries. Total 
eclipses will continue to excite great interest; the forthcoming eclipse 
on 26th February has already done so. The fear and superstition associated 
with this magnificent spectacle have been eliminated, but what advances 
have taken place in eclipse observations since 1700? 

Advances in technology have been outstanding in the twentieth 
century; for a brief period of measurement, rockets will carry payloads 
to high altitudes on 26th February, in order to avoid cloud cover, a 
frequent frustration for ground based eclipse parties. Well above the 
cloud layer as well, observers with their special instruments will 
travel across or along the eclipse path enjoying the comfort of a modern 
jet aircraft. 
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By contrast, in the 19th century the improvements in optical systems 
coupled with the introduction of photograp~y in astronomical observations, 
gave an impetus to solar eclipse expeditions not encountered before. In 
Canada, the foundations were being firmly laid for the significant 
contributions to solar eclipses by Canadian astronomers during the 
present century. 

Taking another step back into the 18th century, it might appear 
unlikely to many that solar eclipses were being observed in Canada at 
that time. However, the records show that not only were these events 
observed, an account was published in the Memoirs of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences.** A period of almost two hundred years 
of Canadian observations on solar eclipses will be completed in late 
February 1979. 

One of the two observers of this 1780 eclipse "on the island of 
St. John", was a Doctor Clarke who presumably was the owner of the 
telescope. This was indicative of the status enjoyed by medical doctors 
in those days, as well as of their having through training an interest 
in diverse areas of science. Joseph Desbarres, whose work was described 
by Roy Bishop in the December 1977 i ssue of the Journal of the R.A.S.C., 
provided the coordinates of latitude and longitude for Halifax. His 
value on longitude was amazingly accurate, a most difficult measurement 
prior to the introduction of "galvanic signals". 

Other observations of this 1780 eclipse may possibly be located 
in archival records. The observations on 26th February, 1979, will 
have a special significance for Canada in that it is the last total 
solar eclipse to cross this country during the present century. However, 
it is unlikely that the collated reports of this eclipse will carry such 
delightful remarks as: "This, Sir, is the best account I am able to 
give concerning the phases of the eclipse in these parts; which, if 
it proves useful in science, or satisfactory to you, I shall think 
myself happy in having the opportunity of communicating it". The beauty 
of the event may not change; the way in which it is described is almost 
certain to differ. 

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon 
11 December, 1978 

J. E. Kennedy 

* History of Physical Astronomy, Robert Grant (London, 1852) 

** The assistance of Dr. Owen Gingerich and Barbara Welther of Harvard 
College Observatory in supplying copies of this account is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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MEMOIRS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY 
OF 

ARTS AND SCIENCES 
(Vol. I, Boston, t1DCCLXXXV) 

ASTRONOr1ICAL AND r,tATHEMATICAL PAPERS 

VIrr. O¥r'vl1!uJ!u 'o/ a S~lar Edipy, Octoluy 27, I7So, 
mdckot St.JohrisIj!nnd, bylv!:JFr.r.CLARK'E andWRIGHT. 
IntzLetUr from }"fr. JOSEPH PETERS to CALEB GAN-· 

NET, A.1I1;. Rcc. Sec. Amn-~ Acad. 
.. 

Halifax, (No'V~Scatia) 2.7th AugujJ I781. 
SIR, 

:S' 01\1E time in the begiIU!ing of this furruner) 1\.1r. lYr~!flow 
{h(!wed me a ·p:lragrJ.ph . of :l. letter from you, rcquching 

b'im, . ~ he could, to obrnin the minutes of fome obfcrv:l.tions 

:of the eclipfe of the fun, which hlppencd the ~7th of Ott0ger, 
:1780. ' I am (0 unfortunate as not to h:i\'e any kind of :lppa
'ratus fOr'obfervations of that .[ort; nor is there) that' I J>.n~w 
'-of, in this place, ;tny thing of the kind,-,thefe ~hings, . how- ' 

:.ever ufeful, . as weil as pleafing, 'bein'g ~'ery little attended to in · 
this phc<;~ 

,;Since the faid application from 1V1r. 117ir.J!o7.:}J I have received 

from my friend, Doctor 101m C/ark1.', who was educated in your 
College, (orne minutes of an obfervati0I1 of the fore":mentioncd 

-cclipfe" m:lde by hiriUelf. and a lvlr. lVright, . at Charkttc-irJ'Um, 
'On the illand of St. John" in the gulph of St. Laurence. I 

. take the liberty to indole yOt} a copy of them. 

Dr. Clarke .faysl that the obfcr','J.tion \vas m:1de 'vit~:l reflefr
ing telefcopel two feet long, and compleatly fitted for the pur

·po[e. A clock was regulated with great :lccuracy, bi means 
()f double rutirudes of the fun" ta.."'-en on feveru days before and 
·on the day of the eclipfe. The obfervers' were deficient' · only 
in a micrometer to meafo.re thequ:mUty. They e~ited it ~t 
11 digits_. , . ' 

. . 'C[;ar!tJf!f-t'awI1, by ob[~rvatlOns of 1\1:r. fVl'ig/;t,. 'is ill lati
"tllde'~6· '13' no;th,·iri(l'6~ 0 'sa' .we!1:1ongitux from L·Clnd~n. . . . . . . , " . ' 

TNs ~bten~ation : ~gr~es'. \ .. ~ell :--i~. the be[\: judgment r c.Quld 
£~e of. this eclipfe,. .at .Halifax,. by' a good watch,.. .. rcguhte'd 
by the be~ time pteces herc~ to 2.S great cX2.ctnefs as \vas in my 
power i except the qtian'tity, which mut'l: be fomcthing greater 
here,. · Uun at the iITand .. .. I projeCted this edi:pfc to be II dig. 

30' here, and by the bcft obi'erv2tions I could make, th.lt W;l5 
very nearly.its rCJl qU:l:lti'ty. 



lam a[fured by rvIr. POIJI, of rllrimuth-l"bollgt-Har"~lIr, 

on the wenern co:tfl: of this pro;-incc, th:lt thi:: <:t:1:!)[c there W~!-_ 
tow. for a momentary fp:.lcc. 

This, Sir J, is the ben account I anl nb1e to give c.onccrning· 
the phafes of this cclipf~ in thde parts; which, if it p~-ovc. 
l1[~flll in feience, or fatisfaClory to YOll, I lh:\l1 thj~~~ mj'[::lf

h~ppy in h:lving the opportunity of communic:lti!~g it. . 

. The town of HallJax, from Ob[~v-cltions of ~lr.D~lPnrra,. 
is in 44o;. #' north btiOlde, . and ~3'; 30 I 30" weft .·longitud::. 
fro!'; . Loiidoll. " . 

. . . . , ' . . . . ". ",,. . ;,:. . .. . ~ . .' 

.1 amI SU", your :nOl.t cDec11cnt .' . ' . 
And. v~ry hu:nblt: f~ryantl. 

• 
JOSEPH, PETERS: 

To Mr. Cald, Gannc-tt • 

. . The folloy/jug. ar~ :the 'Ob[erv~tioIt~ :macte by ,!ttleff1ts,: C/;lI:11e. 
:md Wright. .; . 

ltrP'o' ;Titllcoo . . 

Beginning of the e~lipre·~ . . , ~-l~41.' · 3 .5:'A,1'1Ii. 
', )I's foutb<:rnlimb~~ Itttcr:t1~ip.'teII, Fig. V. ,11: -56 3.0 ', 
,Ditto, in contaCt with b.? , 1.2 $9 . ~( . 

'" l·S wefiern 'limh;quitted \7,' . . 1 \i.~8 ~ '38." 
Ditto quitted 0, " , 1 3S 13 
End of the eclipfe; ' ,. 2 ' 17 ,p 
DUI<ltion,· . .~ 36 6 

,They ' miffed the contaCts' with (; by alt~ring- the pofition~ : 
of the telc~G9'pe~ :),) ,, !.7. N 

~" ,{a!t II. ~~7 'V '_~ 
'-, 

: ... d "-

E 

s 



IresearCh newsl 

SHOULD WE ASSUME j\ =0? 

Paul Hickson, Ge ophysics and Astronomy, U.B.C. 

The large scale s tructure and evolution of our universe is 

generally discussed within a theoreti c al framework or "cosmological 

model". Models must agree with observations and are subject to 

testing by cosmologists as n ew observational data is obtained. A 

class of models often selected for testing are the Friedmann 

universes associated with the p opular "big bang" cosmology. TlJese 

models assume the homogeneous and isotropic distribution of mass, and 

in their simplest form are described by mean s of two parameters: the 

Hubble parameter H which measures the present rate of expansion of 
o 

the universe, and the deceleration p aramete r q which describes the 
o 

present rate of change of the Hubble parameter. Friedmann 

models also a dmit the possibility of a "cosmological force", increasing 

with distance. The magnitude of t his force is proportional to the 

"cosmological constant" A. As A may be positive or negative, the 

force would correspondingly oppose or assist gravity in "determining 

the overall dynamics of the un i verse . 

As a non-zero j\ has not been demanded by observations I\. has 

generally b een assumed to be zero by observational cosmologists. After 

much study, the value of H has b een d e termined, probably to within a 
o 

factor of two. However, l ittle is known about the value of q. The 
o 

"classical" method of measuring this parameter is by means of observations 

of distant objects, such as galaxies in the "magnitude-redshift" relation. 

The results of these tests have been contradictory and are beset by 

uncertainties in the evolution of galaxy luminosities. Emphasis has 

thus shifted to "local" measurements of the de nsity pa r ameter 

(1 =8nGD /3H 
o {-o 0 

large volume. 

where fo is the present mas s density average d over a 

For I\. =0, q =D /2 and so it is hoped to determine qo 
o 0 
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in this way. Difficulties exist, however, in estimating the mnount of 

matter that may be present in a non luminous form. 

In both the classical and local approach the assumption has 

been made that A=o. Perhaps the time has come to reconsider this. 

There is no observational evidence supporting a zero cosmological 

constant. The assumption that A =0 is generally made for aesthetic 

reasons the equations become simpler, and because two parameters 

Ho and qo are then sufficient to specify the large scale structure 

and evolution of the universe. Dropping the assumption introduces a 

third free parameter rr , related to the density by 11 =2rr and to 
000 

the cosmological constant by A=3H Ca -q). As both rr and q have a 
00000 

direct physical interperetation the assumption that they should be 

equal seems hard to justify. While there is nothing wrong with testing 

A=O theories, assumptions should not be made i n the reduction of 

observational data. 

For redshifts of order unity in classical cosmological tests the 

effect of a on observable quantities is comparable to that of q • 
/ 00 

The possibility thus arises of determining both q and rr ChenceA) 
00 -

from such tests. At the very least, additional information may be 

obtained from the extra degree of freedom when both q and rr are 
o 0 

indepenently varied in the fitting of observational data. As an 

example consider the classical angular size-redshift test: 

Angular sizes and redshifts are known for about one hundred 

clusters of galaxies. Angular size parameters have been found with 

RMS statistical dispersions as low as 25% making this test as powerful 

as the magnitude-redshift test. In two recent papers CAp.J. 217, 964, 

and Ap.J. 220, 1) A =0 models were tested and conflicting results 

obtained as to the v alue of q. When the data is reexamined allowing 
o 

q and rr to vary indepenently the situation becomes more clear. The 
o 0 
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results are illustrated in the accompanying figure in which X2
residuals 

are plotted in the q , a plane. The contours locate the values of q 
· 00 . 0 

and a that best fit the two size parame ters used in the above papers. 
o 

Both parameters predict a negative value of a to a high degree of 
o 

probability. As a is a measure of the mean mass density it should be 
o 

positive regardless of the value of A. Thus both size parame ters are 

at odds with theory, a point that was not apparent in the original 

studies. The most likely reasons for the discrepancy are possible 

selection effects in the data and evolution in the cluster sizes. 

If evolution is the dominant process, our analysis can provide 

additional information. It is not difficult to show that evolution 

will produce negative apparent values of a only if the rate of 
o 

evolution increases with cluster density. This is in agreement with 

accepted ideas of cluster evolution from dynamical interactions 

between galaxies. Moreover, one c an expla in the discrepancy between 

the two results. One size paramete r, the harmonic mean raqius, is a 

measure of maximum local density, while the other parameter measures 

the overall cluster size. The two parameters would thus be expected 

to be affected differently by cluster evolution and would produce 

different apparent values of q and rr. A detailed analysis (preprint 
o 0 

available from the author) indicates that the above picture is 

consistent with the "true" (pre-evolution) value of q and cr being in 
o 0 

the more popular r e gion of 0 to .5. 

The point here is that not only is the assumption A=o in question, 

but that removing it can lead to interesting new results and even to a 

simplification of seemingly contradictory findings. 

These ideas were formulated in collaboration with Peter J. Adams 

at V.B.C. 

[Editor's Note: Paul Hickson is a graduate of the University 
of Alberta (B.Sc. 1971) and the California Institute of 
Technology (Ph.D. 1976).] 
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Precision Radial Velocities 

We have recently tried out a new technique that holds 
promise for obtaining radial velocities with a precision of a 
few tens of meters per second or better. The idea is an extension 
of the Griffin technique (1973, MN 162, 243) which uses telluric 
water vapour lines for reference, instead of the conventional 
emission-line comparison source. This gets around a number of 
optical effects which normally introduce velocity errors, basically 
because the absorption reference lines arise directly ,in the telescope 
beam. We tested the method initially with telluric oxygen and the 
U.B.C. Reticon 1024 diode array system in the coude spectrograph 
of the DAO 1.2 m telescope. In one series of observations of 
Arcturus over 2~ hours (see graph) the internal error was about 
25 m/s. There is a suggestion of some change of velocity in this 
data which could well be due to motions in the atmosphere of 
Arcturus. 

These results, and others, looked very encouraging. However, we 
discovered that the telluric 0 lines move about with changing 

2 

atmospheric pressure. Hence we proposed a new idea - avoid the 
telluric lines altogether, but introduce absorption lines for 
reference by passing the starlight through some suitable gas. 
Alex Douglas of HIA suggested that the most suitable gas might be 
hydrogen fluoride. It has a strong vibration-rotation band around 
8700A, with widely spaced lines without satellites due to isotopes. 
Reticon silicon diode arrays are relatively sensitive in this region, 
and there is an abundance of stellar lines for later-type stars. 
Unfortunately, hydrogen fluoride is a little tricky to work with. 
The absorption cell must have sapphire windows since glass and 
quartz are attacked by HF and the gas must be heated to prevent 
polymerization in the gas phase. ExtensiV~ precautions must be 
taken of course to prevent leakage and exposure to HF. (Imagine 
having to wear a gas mask while observing~) However, we have 
successfully tested a tube at Victoria, but due to a lack of stars 
at this time of year (i .e. abundance of clouds) we have only been 
able to confirm that the HF lines behave as they should in the 
continuous spectrum of a tungsten lamp. 

We are now constructing a more permanent HF tube assembly for 
use in studies of stellar atmospheric motions and a search for 
planets around solar-type stars. 

Bruce Campbell 
Gordon Walker 
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